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Mg6071 entrepreneurship development model diagram pdf format
External Factors: These include: 1. At the same time, the liability of M/s Independent Trading Company in the form of capital will also increase. Relative efficiency of different workers 7. A ledger is simply a collection of all accounts. With the help of journal entries, we book each and every financial transaction of the organization chronically without
considering how many times the same type of entry has been repeated in that particular accounting year or period. Mrinmoy suggests Chandan to start some business. This can be done by various ways such as going through the telephone directories or by visiting the registrar‘s office of the small-scale units. Khanka. UNIT V SUPPORT TO
ENTREPRENEURS Sickness in small Business – Concept, Magnitude, Causes and Consequences, Corrective Measures – Business Incubators – Government Policy for Small Scale Enterprises – Growth Strategies in small industry – Expansion, Diversification, Joint Venture, Merger and Sub Contracting. The study found the following motivational factors
for the entrepreneurs. To remove economic backwardness of rural and less developed regions of the economy. 9. But at the opportunity stage, idea has actually been germinated about what to start/do. One-person Company 6. The term ‗opportunity‘ also covers a product or project. Entrepreneurial Process: Entrepreneurship is a process, a journey,
not the destination; a means, not an end. They undertake poverty alleviation objectives with the zeal of an entrepreneur, business practices and dare to overcome traditional practices and to innovate. Format: PURCHASE BOOK Date Particulars Inward Invoice No. L.F. Amount Sale Book The features of a sale book are same as a purchase book, except
for the fact that it records all the credit sales. It is based on actual compare it with the transactions only. selling price. 24. Postponable Cost Without avoiding any expenses, if we are able to defer some expenses to future, then it is called a postponable cost. Entrepreneurial job is restricted to two steps, i.e., generation of an idea and preparation of
feasibility report. The Costs of these products are transferred to costs of goods sold account. Time/Period base cost Selling expenditure and Administrative expenditure, both are time or period based expenditures. Accounting provides business-related information to the owner, the management, the employees of the company as well as to the
government, creditors, investors, and customers. Suppose cashier pays Rs 5,000 to Mr A, who will pay day-to-day organization expenses out of it. Reputation and Recognition 4.15 7. Identification of Business Opportunity: Idea Generation and Opportunity! In general sense, the term opportunity implies a good chance or a favourable situation to do
something offered by circumstances. These units are managed in a personalised fashion. That is, the cost per unit is inversely proportional to the production. The cost changes according to the stage a product is in, for example, raw material, work in progress, finished goods, etc. Frequent political protests, bandhs, strikes, etc. Value addition of the
product may be due to some process on product or to make the product available or there may be other reasons; but it also includes the profit share on it. For example, Mr A starts a new business in the name and style of M/s Independent Trading Company and introduced a capital of Rs 2,00,000 in cash. Total, the figure comes on the basis of
„whichever is higher’. 7. UNIT V SUPPORT TO ENTREPRENEURS 9 Sickness in small Business – Concept, Magnitude, Causes and Consequences, Corrective Measures - Business Incubators – Government Policy for Small Scale Enterprises – Growth Strategies in small industry – Expansion, Diversification, Joint Venture, Merger and Sub Contracting.
We pass these entries only at the end of accounting period. 3. Money Measurement Concept According to this concept, “we can book only those transactions in our accounting record which can be measured in monetary terms.” Example Determine and book the value of stock of the following items: Shirts Rs 5,000/- Pants Rs 7,500/- Coats 500 pieces
Jackets 1000 pieces Value of Stock = ? Once this exercise is over, the step involved will be to prepare a summary of how the checklist will be transformed into 19. Up to sale, these products are shown and valued as inventory and they form a part of balance sheet. Motivation is a process that motivates a person into action and induces him to follow the
course of action till the goals are finally achieved. Distribution Channels: Distribution channels called, market intermediaries, also serves as a very effective source for new ideas for entrepreneurs. Factory Layout and Equipment There should be a proper study about unused utilization of material, manpower and machines, maximum utilization of all
above may reduce cost of any product effectively. Rather than interpreting each of the 15 statements individually, for the convenience of analysis, we have grouped all these statements into six major factors as shown in Table 10.3: Table 10.3: Factor-wise Classification of Entrepreneurial Motives: Motivating Factors Mean Score I. Fabian
entrepreneurs are those individuals who do not show initiative in visualising and implementing new ideas and innovations wait for some development which would motivate them to initiate unless there is an imminent threat to their very existence. 9. Personality Factors: Personal factors, becoming core competencies of entrepreneurs, include: (a)
Initiative (does things before being asked for) (b) Proactive (identification and utilisation of opportunities) (c) Perseverance (working against all odds to overcome obstacles and never complacent with success) (d) Problem-solver (conceives new ideas and achieves innovative solutions) (e) Persuasion (to customers and financiers for patronisation of his
business and develops & maintains relationships) (f) Self-confidence (takes and sticks to his decisions) (g) Self-critical (learning from his mistakes and experiences of others) (h) A Planner (collects information, prepares a plan, and monitors performance) (i) Risk-taker (the basic quality). For example, one research scientist in a Fortune 500 company
developed a new plastic resin that became the basis of a new product, a plastic molded modular cup pallet. Desire to do something new. Format: CASH BOOK(Single Column) Dr. Date Particulars L.F. Amount Date Particulars L.F. Cr. Amount 36. By Controllability In this classification, two types of costs fall: Controllable: These are controlled by
management like material labor and direct expenses. Uncontrollable: They are not influenced by management or any group of people. They imitate innovative entrepreneurs because the environment in which they operate is such that it does not permit them to have creative and innovative ideas on their own. Gestation period of small scale unit is less
as compared to large scale unit. Opportunity identification and selection are like comer stones of business enterprise. The companies majorly use a six-column format to maintain ledger accounts of their customers. He, therefore, thought good prospects of manufacturing of some of the components having good demand in bulk. Format-2 Nowadays,
the handwritten books are being replaced by computerized accounts. Here, one generally undertaken exercise is to prepare a checklist for ready reference of all required and available resources in terms of space, fund, training and development, and manpower requirements. Suppose Mr A spend Rs 4,200 out of it in a day, the main cashier pays Rs
4,200, so his balance of petty cash book will be again Rs 5,000. Decision Taking Means to analyze the different alternatives available in order to determine the best path to follow assuming full responsibility of the outcomes. Accounting Concepts The most important concepts of accounting are as follows: Business Entity Concept Money Measurement
Concept Going Concern Concept Cost Concept Dual Aspects Concept Accounting Period Concept Matching Concept Accrual Concept Objective Evidence Concept The first two accounting concepts, namely, Business Entity Concept and Money Measurement Concept are the fundamental concepts of accounting. Now, it is clear that, in the above
mentioned two satiations, situation I is at the ‗idea stage‘ and situation II at the ‗opportunity stage‘. Suppose we want to know: the total sale value or purchase value the total of any particular income or expenses the total of amount payable to any particular creditor or receivable from a debtor In such cases, it might be a tedious job for any
bookkeeper or accountant. UNIT II MOTIVATION 9 Major Motives Influencing an Entrepreneur – Achievement Motivation Training, Self Rating, Business Games, Thematic Apperception Test – Stress Management, Entrepreneurship Development Programs – Need, Objectives. These balances are transferred to next financial year as an opening
balance. Businesses aim for their sales to exceed their expenditures, resulting in profit or gain or surplus. Internal feeling of an individual. This is a continuous process throughout the accounting period. In addition, prepaid expenses are also a part of current assets. The reason is that they ultimately deal with the ultimate consumers and, hence, better
know the consumers‘ wants. The length of an accounting cycle can be monthly, quarterly, half-yearly, or annually. Disruption = affordability, accessibility Past, present, and future examples 15. Improving standards of living: By creating productive organizations, entrepreneurship helps in making a wide variety of goods and services available to the
society which results into higher standards of living for the people. 1. Under the double entry system of account, every entry has its dual aspects of debit and credit. He was the in-charge of the purchase department. Personality traits vs. Capital expenditures are the benefits beyond accounting period. In other words, I and my business are separate. 8.
Format: BILLS RECEIVABLE BOOK Date Received From Term Due L.F. Amount Date Bills Payable Book Bills payable issues to the supplier of goods or services for payment, and the record is maintained in this book. Periodical determination of profit or losses 4. The following chart shows the basic steps in an accounting cycle: 25. Small Companies!
Small-Scale Industries in India: In Indian economy small-scale and cottage industries occupy an important place, because of their employment potential and their contribution to total industrial output and exports. Now if we conclude that the values of coats and jackets are Rs 2,000 and Rs 15,000 respectively, then we can easily book the value of
stock as Rs 29,500 (as a result of 5000+7500+2000+15000) in our books. Development Cost To develop new product, improve existing product, and improved method in producing a product called development cost. Trading & Profit & Loss Account of M/s ABC Limited (For the period ending 31-03-2014) Particulars Amount Particulars Amount To
Opening Stock XX By Sales XX To Purchases XX By Closing Stock XX To Freight charges XX By Gross Loss c/d XXX To Direct Expenses XX To Gross Profit c/d XXX Total XXXX Total XXXX To Salaries XX By Gross Profit b/d XXX To Rent XX To Office Expenses XX By Bank Interest received XX To Bank charges XX By Discount XX To Bank Interest XX By
Commission Income XX To Electricity XX By Net Loss transfer to XX Expenses Balance sheet To Staff Welfare XX Expenses To Audit Fees XX To Repair & Renewal XX To Commission XX To Sundry Expenses XX To Depreciation XX To Net Profit transfer XX to Balance sheet Total XXXX Total XXXX 43. Add: Payment direct deposited by 1,75,000
1,75,000 party without intimation to us Balance as per Bank Pass Book/ 4,88,800 3,88,800 Statement 41. (iv) Small-Scale Service Establishments: 17. Any profitability is reflected only when these products are sold. Posting in a Ledger Now let us try to understand how a journal works. Innovation may involve doing new things or doing existing things
differently. Locus of control One aspect of the cognitive style which represents the extension to which individual feels in charge. Manufacturing Enterprises- The enterprises engaged in the manufacture or production of goods pertaining to any industry specified in the first schedule to the industries (Development and regulation) Act, 1951) or
employing plant and machinery in the process of value addition to the final product having a distinct name or character or use. In double column cash book, a discount column is included on both debit and credit sides to record the discount allowed to customers and the discount received from creditors respectively. Method of Depreciation
Depreciation can be calculated using any of the following methods, however the most popular methods remain (a) Straight Line Method and (b) Written Down Value Method. The study chose the 15 statements on motives on the basis of prior research on human motives. There are three types of cost centers: Personal and Impersonal Cost Centers A
group of persons in an organization responsible as a whole for a group activity is called a personal cost center. Cost accounting provides Fixation of Fixation of selling price is sufficient information, which Selling Price not an objective of financial is helpful in determining accounting. Take family business to new heights 3.93 8. III. Financial Statements
Financial statements are prepared to ascertain the profit or loss of the business, and to know the financial position of the company. Based on this information, they can weigh the pros and cons involved in entering into that business activity. 27. Creation of organizations: Entrepreneurship results into creation of organizations when entrepreneurs
assemble and coordinate physical, human and financial resources and direct them towards achievement of objectives through managerial skills. At the idea stage, there is simply an idea about what to do. While trying to identify the suitable product or project, the intending entrepreneur passes through certain processes. Because if we ask any
intending entrepreneur what project or product he/she will select and start as an enterprise, the obvious answer he/she would give is one that having a good market and is profitable. Less: Bank Charges debited by bank -1,200 -1,200 but not entered in our books of accounts 4. Credit balance of Real account is not possible Debit balance of nominal
account means expenses of organization. Credit balance of nominal accounts means income earned. Debit balance of cash book means cash in hand. Debit side of Bank book means balance at bank. Credit balance of Bank book indicates ‘Bank Overdraft’. Debit and credit balances of nominal account Balances of real and personal account appear in
balance sheet of the company and to be carried forward to next accounting years. Cash Book Cash book is a record of all the transactions related to cash. The total of debit side and credit side of trial balance should be matched. Preparation of Financial statements are the set of statements like Financial Statements Income and Expenditure Account or
Trading and Profit & Loss Account, Cash Flow Statement, Fund Flow Statement, Balance Sheet or Statement of Affairs Account. 37. For example, they can come to know that the medical transcription and call centers have been doing very well in the service sector enterprises in the country. But for a good idea whose time has come, money is not a
problem. Bill Gates has been a School drop- out. Realizing that especially service class people find it inconvenient to take milk pot with them to office that they need to buy milk while coming back from the office in the evening, to provide milk in sachets or tetra packs could be a new business idea. Introduction of incentive schemes for labor and giving
them better working conditions is very important to run an efficient cost reduction program. As such, the channel members such as wholesalers and retailers can provide ideas for new product development and modification in the existing product. Advantages of Cost Accounting 1. To mention the important ones, the entrepreneurs selected their
products or projects based on: a. While assessing the profitability of a proposed alternative, incremental revenues are compared with incremental costs. One‘s occupational background and experience in the relevant field. Pre-production Cost The cost incurred before commencing formal production or at the time of formation of new establishment or
project is called pre-production cost. may give idea to produce the local item as souvenir. V. come under indirect expenses. Estimation in recording of In cost accounting, we book financial transactions is not actual transactions and Recording used. decisions. g. Development of managerial capabilities: The biggest significance of entrepreneurship lies
in the fact that it helps in identifying and developing managerial capabilities of entrepreneurs. Desire to give financial security to one‘s kins 3.21 14. Trading, profit & Loss accounts ascertain the net profit for an accounting period and balance sheet reflects the position of the business. Concepts of Cost Accounting Cost There is a cost involved to
purchase or produce anything. Reporting In financial accounting, In cost accounting, minute costs are recorded broadly. This balance is called the debit balance of account or vice-a-versa. All expenses and assets represent debit balance. All the income and liabilities represent credit balance including capital account. 7. Business Entity Concept
According to this concept, the business and the owner of the business are two different entities. The overall resources at the disposal of small scale units are limited and as a result of this, it is forced to confine its activities to the local level. Verification is concerned about practicality to implement an idea and explore its usefulness to the society and
the entrepreneur. Petty Cash Book In any organization, there may be many petty transactions incurring for which payments have to be done. II. Personal Accounts Personal accounts may be further classified into three categories: Natural Personal Account An account related to any individual like David, George, Ram, or Shyam is called as a Natural
Personal Account. Proper investment in inventories 13. at cheaper rates; f. Many enterprises are established mainly to offer better products and services over the existing ones. Date Particula L.F. Discount Amt. In this article, we shall restrict ourselves to only these two aspects of entrepreneurial process. Posting of Adjustment In this step, the
adjustment entries are first Entries passed through the journal, followed by posting in ledger accounts, and finally in the trial balance. Setting demanding targets for oneself, being proactive, tendency to take immediate responsibility for tasks, plan and control events. 12. It passes through two steps: 4. Since in most of the cases, we used accrual basis
of accounting to find out the correct value of revenue, expenses, assets and liabilities accounts, we need to do these adjustment entries. 40. Profit potential: ―Profit potential is the likely level of return or compensation to the entrepreneur for taking on the risk of developing an idea into an actual business venture.‖ Without profit potential, the efforts
of entrepreneurs would remain only an abstract and a theoretical leisure activity. Post-Closing Entries All the different accounts of revenue and expenditure of the firm are transferred to the Trading and Profit & Loss account. Enjoyable work 2.85 When we asked our respondent entrepreneurs to check the motivating factor(s) for their entrepreneurial
plunge or initiation, each of them checked more than one factors, of course, some of them in the same and other in varying degrees. In any case, debit will always be equal to credit in double entry accounting system. In a sense, identification and selection of a suitable business opportunity serves as the trite saying ‗well begun is half done.‘ But, it is
like better said than done. In this system of accounting, only personal accounts are opened and maintained by a business owner. For example, government‘s regulations on ban on polythene bags have given new idea to manufacture jute bags for marketing convenience of the sellers and buyers. 54. Preparation of Trial As the name suggests, trial
balance is a summary Balance of all the balances of ledger accounts irrespective of whether they carry debit balance or credit balance. Similarly, the rapid increase in the tourist influx in Jammu & Kashmir due to improvement and restoration of peaceful law and order situation indicates very good prospects for service providing enterprises like travel,
tour, and hospitality industry in the region. Organization Employees should be encouraged for cost reduction scheme. This involves a process including first generating the ideas and then scrutinizing of the ideas generated to come up with an idea to serve as the basis for a new enterprise formation. UNIT I ENTREPRENEURSHIP Entrepreneur –
Types of Entrepreneurs – Difference between Entrepreneur and Intrapreneur Entrepreneurship in Economic Growth, Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial Growth. This method is found relatively more effective for the reason that it is easier to relate known products to a set of suggested problems and then arrive at a new product idea. The owner is
activity involved in all the decisions concerning business. If capacity is unused due to repair, shut down or any other reason, it is called capacity cost. Entrepreneurial networking Includes establishing, maintaining and taking advantages of interpersonal and institutional relationships in order to achieve entrepreneurial goals. Broadly, the accounts are
classified into three categories: Personal accounts Real accounts a. 10. financial position of a company. Real Accounts Every Business has some assets and every asset has an account. Dr Mohammed Yunus of Bangladesh who started Gramin Bank is a case of social entrepreneur. The bank reconciliation is a statement that consists of: Balance as per
our cash book/bank book Balance as per pass book Reason for difference in both of above Format: BANK RECONCILIATION STATEMENT (1) (2) PARTICULARS Debit Bank Credit Bank Balance as per Bank Balance as Book per Bank (Overdraft) Book Balance as per Bank Book 50,000 -50,000 1. For example, if the factory rent is Rs 25,000 per month
and the number of units produced in that month is 25,000, then the cost of rent per unit will be Rs 1 per unit. Format: BILLS PAYABLE BOOK Date To Whom Given Term Due L.F. Amount Date Key Features of Subsidiary Books There is a difference between a purchase book and a purchase ledger. The present author also conducted a study on
―Entrepreneurship Development in Assam‖ financially supported by the All India Council for Technical Education (AICTE), New Delhi. Table 4.1 outlines the distinction between an entrepreneur and entrepreneurs, and Table 4.2 portrays basic points of distinction between an entrepreneur and promoter. Overheads Indirect expenses are called
overheads, which include material and labor. It is also clear that every entry has its dual aspect. Entrepreneurship: The word ―entrepreneur‖ is derived from the French verb enterprendre, which means ‗to undertake‘. …Wheldon. Period Period of reporting of financial accounting is at the end of financial year. In his book, he described the art of
proper account keeping and methods of checking accounts. By Degree of Traceability of the Product Direct and indirect expenses are main types of costs come under it. It is called out of stock cost. Fixed assets come under category of capital expenditure and maintenance of assets comes under revenue expenditure category. Direct Labor Any wages
paid to workers or a group of workers which may directly co-relate to any specific activity of production, supervision, maintenance, transportation of material, or product, and directly associate in conversion of raw material into finished goods are called direct labor. REFERENCES : 1. There can be many factors, but the life of assets should be
ascertained on some reasonable basis. Format: PURCHASE RETURN BOOK Date Particulars Credit Note No. L.F. Amount Sale Return Book The reason of Sale return is same as for purchase return. For example, in case of a building, the deciding factor is time. Every cost center adds some cost to the product and every cost center is responsible for
all its activity and cost. Life of assets depends upon the usage of assets. Possession of luxury cars, computers, mobile phones, rapid growth of shopping malls, etc. 26. Control over material and supplies 6. Expired Cost When the cost is fully consumed and no future monetary value could be measured, it is called expired cost. It increases or decreases
according to the volume of production. Government assistance and support. This refers to those who ―undertake‖ the risk of new enterprises. It is very useful system of accounting, as it saves the time of the main cashier and provides better control. Policy Cost The cost incurred to implement a new policy in addition to regular policy is called policy
cost. Date Particulars LF Debit Credit Balance Amount Amount Dr. Amount (Rs.) (Rs.) or Cr. Format-1 is used for academic purpose. The availability of inputs like raw materials, labour, etc. However, with the recent measures, small-scale and cottage industries facing both internal competition as well as external competition. In early days, the number
of transactions were very small, so every concerned person could keep the record of transactions during a specific period of time. The ideas about opportunities or products that the entrepreneur can consider for selecting the most promising one to be pursued by him/her as an enterprise, can be generated or discovered from various sources- both
internal and external. Reduction in value of assets depends on the life of assets. Balance sheet of M/s ABC Limited as on 31-03-2014 Liabilities Amount Assets Amount Capital XX Fixed Assets XXXX Add: Net Profit XX XX Less: Depreciation XX XX Bank Borrowings XX Current Assets XX Long Term Borrowing XX Stock XX Current Liabilities: XX
Debtors XX Advance From XX Cash In hand XX Customers Sundry Creditors XXX Cash at Bank XX Bills payable Bills receivables XX Expenses Payable Total XXXX Total XXXX Owner’s Equity The equation of equity is as follows: Owner Equity = Assets – liability The owner or the sole proprietor of a business makes investments, earns some profit on it,
and withdraws some money out of it for his personal use called drawings. Self-efficacy Describes optimistic self-beliefs to cope with a variety of difficult demands. Do business because it is one‘s duty 3.85 Example of Entrepreneurial Traits Need of achievement Denotes individual‘s need to strive hard to attain success. These may include consumers,
existing products and services presently on offer, distribution channels, the government officials, and research and development. Debit balance of personal account represents ‘Amount Receivable’. This will enable the prospective entrepreneur to make an assessment of the present market situation in that business activity. Definition: (i) Small-Scale
Industries: These are the industrial undertakings having fixed investment in plant and machinery, whether held on ownership basis or lease basis or hire purchase basis not exceeding Rs. 1 crore. Actively seeking risky assignments and having greater propensity to take risks. Avoiding restrictions, rules, procedures and strong need for independence
and autonomy. Representative Personal Account Representative personal account represents a group of account. The sub-conscious mind joins the unrelated ideas so as to find a resolution. Better the former, better is the latter. They add to the cost of product or services without any value addition to it. Purchase Return Book Sometimes goods are to
be retuned back to the supplier, for various reasons. To Sale A/c 15,000 Real Account Credit what goes out 6 Cash A/c Dr. 30,000 Real A/c Debit what comes in; To Sale A/c 30,000 Real A/c Credit what goes out 7 Computer A/c Dr. 10,000 Real A/c Debit what comes in; To Cash A/c 10,000 Real A/c Credit what goes out 8 Cash A/c Dr. 8,000 Real A/c
Debit what comes in; To Commission A/c 8,000 Nominal A/c Credit all incomes It is very clear from the above example how the rules of debit and credit work. Flexibility One‘s disposition to change focus in order to follow better fitting options that allow tasks to be well executed. Want to receive feedback about their level of performance. UNIT IV
FINANCING AND ACCOUNTING Need – Sources of Finance, Term Loans, Capital Structure, Financial Institution, Management of working Capital, Costing, Break Even Analysis, Taxation – Income Tax, Excise Duty – Sales Tax. Mr Anand Mahindra, Mr Kumar Mangalam Birla, for example, is educated entrepreneurs and that is why they are heroes.
Trial balance is prepared on the last day of the accounting cycle. For example, an entrepreneur came to know from a salesman in a departmental store that the reason his hosiery was not selling was its dark shade while most of the young customers want hosiery with light shade. Less: Cheque deposited in bank but -50,000 -50,000 not cleared yet 3.
(iii) Area of operation: The area of operation of small units is generally localised catering to the local or regional demand. Classification of Accounts It is necessary to know the classification of accounts and their treatment in double entry system of accounts. Hence, an unlimited number of journal entries can be summarized in a few ledger accounts.
The same rule applies to sale book and sale ledgers. A prospective entrepreneur can also get enterprise idea from the publications of patents available for license or sale. These feelings prompt him to work more. Idea Generation: To generate an idea, the entrepreneurial process has to pass through three stages: a. Fabian entrepreneurs: The
dictionary meaning of the term ‗fabian‘ is ‗a person seeking victory by delay rather than by a decisive battle‘. 1. It also reduces the profits of the current year. 5. There are many deciding factors that ascertain the life of assets. If an entrepreneur does not have the willingness to assume risk, entrepreneurship would never succeed. The SME and microenterprise (ME) sector encompasses a very broad range of firms, from established traditional family businesses employing over a hundred people to ―survivalist‖ self-employed people working in informal micro enterprises. Characteristics of Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship is characterized by the following features: 1. Transferring journal entries
into a ledger account is called „posting’. In this case, fixed electricity cost is Rs 5,000 and the total cost depends on the consumption of units in excess of 1000 units. Format: PETTY CASH BOOK Amt C.B.F Date Particul Amt Stationery Cartage Loading Postage Recd ars Paid & L.F Printing Purchase Book Purchase book is prepared to record all the
credit purchases of an organization. Consumers demand for products and services to satisfy their wants. Single Column Cash Book Cash book is just like a ledger account. Following are some illustrative sources of generation of business ideas: a. Contribution to the good of society 3.50 15. Intangible accounts Nominal accounts Let us go through
them each of them one by one. Carrying Costs Carrying cost represents the cost to maintain inventory, lock up cost of inventory, store rent, and store operation expenses. (v) One wants to be an entrepreneur as having no boss is great fun: It is not only the boss who is demanding; even an entrepreneur faces demanding vendors, investors, bankers and
above all customers. With the help of trial balance, we put all the information into financial statements. Financial accounting is based on actual past and cost accounting is based on planning and controlling. For example, rent of a building, salaries to employees are related to period only. For example, rent account, salary account, electricity expenses
account, interest income account, etc. Belief that one's actions will produce desired results. Existing Products and Services: One way to have an enterprise idea may be to monitor the existing products and services already available in the market and make a competitive analysis of them to identify their shortcomings and then, based on it, decide what
and how a better product and service can be 21. 1986) reports that entrepreneurs are motivated to start business enterprises due to the following three types of factors: 1. On an overage, out of 15 close-ended statements, a respondent checked 11 of them (see Table 10.2). It includes direct material, direct labor and direct overheads. It is only after
the successful implementation of these ideas that an entrepreneur makes these ideas available to others for their benefit. Independence/one‘s own boss 4.47 3. a. Having gone through idea generation, also expressed as ‗opportunity scanning‘ and opportunity identification, we can distinguish between an idea and opportunity. With the help study
about variable costs, of financial statements, we fixed costs, semi-fixed costs, analyze the profitability and overheads and capital cost. Objectives of Small Scale Industries: The objectives of small scale industries are: 18. Company 4. Countries have different laws that may ascribe different rights to the various business entities. In the same vein,
business opportunity means a good or favourable change available to run a specific business in a given environment at a given point of time. An entrepreneur uses his creative faculties to do new things and exploit opportunities in the market. Wages paid to trainee or apprentices does not comes under category of direct labor as they have no
significant value. R&D can be carried out in-house or outside the organization. Direct expenses may directly attributable to a particular product. Desire to give financial security to one‘s kins 3.21 VI. 22. The expansion or diversification plans of their own or any other ongoing business known to them; 20. 3. estimation. New ideas are always tentative
and their results may not be instantaneous and positive. Environmental factors such as political climate, legal system, economic and social conditions, market situations, etc. The debtors accept them and subsequently return them to the creditors. Guidance for future production policies 3. In cost accounting, we transactions. Posting in Ledger Debit
and credit balance of all the above accounts Accounts affected through journal entries are posted in ledger accounts. Disclosure of profitable and unprofitable activities 2. Self-Actualization 1. are the factors that stimulate entrepreneurship. This finding is enough evidence to believe that there is more than one motivating factor for an individual‘s
entrepreneurial plunge. The two were conversing with each other about who is doing what. Suppose the expenses incurred in an accounting period do not have any future value, then it is called an expired cost. This will help to make assessment about the minimum requirements to start an enterprise in a particular business line. Electro-type writer
servicing (service-based industry). UNIT III BUSINESS 9 Small Enterprises – Definition, Classification – Characteristics, Ownership Structures – Project Formulation – Steps involved in setting up a Business – identifying, selecting a Good Business opportunity, Market Survey and Research, Techno Economic Feasibility Assessment – Preparation of
Preliminary Project Reports – Project Appraisal – Sources of Information – Classification of Needs UNIT IV FINANCING AND ACCOUNTING 9 Need – Sources of Finance, Term Loans, Capital Structure, Financial Institution, Management of working Capital, Costing, Break Even Analysis, Taxation – Income Tax, Excise Duty – Sales Tax. I. Reporting
under cost accounting is done as per the requirement of management or as-and-when-required basis. 5. When the centers render their services to a product department for its smooth functioning, they are called service cost centers. 46. calculate cost of the product We make financial and also helpful in controlling Meaning statements through these
cost. In other words, entrepreneurship is a continuous effort for synergy (optimization of performance) in organizations. Factors affecting Entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship is a complex phenomenon influenced by the interplay of a wide variety of factors. The daily balance of purchase book is transferred to purchase ledger. Then, how to overcome
this problem of product identification and selection? Let us know in the comment section. 2. Profit centers set targets for cost centers and delegates responsibilities to cost centers. Contribute to the good of the society 3.50 13. For example, if the minimum electricity bill per month is Rs 5,000 for 1000 units and excess consumption, if any, is charged
@ Rs 7.50 per unit. Therefore, these units are more suited for economics where capital is scarce and there is abundant supply of labour. Therefore, to ensure the better if not the best results, problem inventory analysis should be used primarily to generate product ideas for evaluation. Unfair trade practices, irrational monetary and fiscal policies, etc.
Loss Expenses are incurred to obtain something and losses are incurred without any compensation. According to Bernard and Steener, ― A motive is an inner state that energies, activates or moves and that directs behaviour towards goals‖. To create more employment opportunities with less investment. Table 10.2: Average Response to Statements
on Entrepreneurial Motivation: Type of Response Average Number of the Statements Checked by the Respondents No Response Some Response 4 11 Noticing more than one motivating factor checked by the respondents is not unlikely. Design Manufacturing of any product starts with the design of product. Assumption of Risk: An entrepreneur, by
definition, is risk taker and not risk shirker. Imitating entrepreneurs: These entrepreneurs are people who follow the path shown by innovative entrepreneurs. The results derived from product inventory analysis need to be carefully screened and evaluated as they may not actually reflect a genuine business opportunity. Collecting and Analyzing
Accounting Documents It is a very important step in which you examine the source documents and analyze them. As against this, small scale units are mainly located in urban areas as separate establishments. Dr. Cr. Date Particulars F Amount Date Particulars F Amount (Rs.) (Rs.) xxxx To Balance b/d xxx Xxxx By Balance b/d xxx xxxx To Name of the
xxx Xxxx By Name of xxx debit account Credit account xxxx To Balance xx xxxx By Balance xx c/d c/d Total Rs. xxxx Total Rs. xxxx 34. Less: Bank interest charged by bank -10,000 -10,000 but not entered in our books of accounts 5. b. Cost Center Cost center refers to a particular area of activity and there may be multiple cost centers in an
organization. We need to keep quantitative records separately. Do business because it is one‘s duty 3.85 9. This is because of high labour cost in high income countries; the multinational companies have gradually started shifting their labour-intensive manufacturing activities to the developing countries. are pointers to the rising living standards of
people, and all this is due to the efforts of entrepreneurs. Hence, the identification of an opportunity or a product or project is identical and, therefore, all these three terms are used as synonyms. Payable Book’. Provide greater comfort to family 4.39 4. In nutshell, a prospective entrepreneur can get ideas for establishing his/ her enterprise from
various sources. But the question is how without knowing the product could one know its market? Service Enterprises:- The enterprises engaged in providing or rendering of services and are defined in terms of investment in equipment.. 4. Tangible accounts b. hinder economic activity and entrepreneurship. We can use this language to communicate
financial transactions and their results. Reputation and recognition 4.16 6. Debit side of real account means stock in hand or any kind of assets. Achieve what one wants to have in life. In case the production increases to 50,000 units, then the cost of rent per unit will be Rs 0.50 per unit. Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) technique should be used.
There should be no scope for doubts and frictions; there should be no communication gap between any department or any level of management; and there must be proper delegation of responsibilities with defined area of functions of an organization. 7. Direct material and direct labor are the most common examples of variable cost. As against this,
small-scale industry employs hired labour. They are the business leaders and contributors to the economic development of a country. One can learn about entrepreneurship by studying the discipline. It gives the reasons for people's actions, desires, and needs. We are giving below the two situations that will help you understand and draw the line of
difference between an ‗idea‘ and an ‗opportunity‘. Profit centers adopt policies to achieve such targets. This process of dilemma goes on for some intending entrepreneurs rendering them into the problem of what product or project to start. TOTAL : 45 PERIODS OUTCOMES: Upon completion of the course, students will be able to gain knowledge and
skills needed to run a business successfully. EDII “Faulty and External Experts – A Hand Book for New Entrepreneurs Publishers: Entrepreneurship Development”, Institute of India, Ahmadabad, 1986. Fields Covered under the Cost Reduction Program A number of fields come under the scope of cost reduction. Here, if we want to book the value of
stock in our accounting record, we need the value of coats and jackets in terms of money. To attain self-reliance. The cost of a product cannot be perfect and it may vary for the same product depending upon different constraints and situations of production and market. All kinds of expense account, loss account, gain account or income accounts come
under the category of nominal account. Ordering Costs Ordering costs represent the cost to place an order, up to to stage until the material is included as inventory. However, when the size of business grows considerably, an entrepreneur can employ professional managers for the effective management of business operations. How does the
entrepreneur select the most suitable project out of the alternatives available? Hence, an entrepreneur needs to know what the consumers actually want so that he/she can offer the product or service accordingly. A business owned by multiple individuals may form as an incorporated companion jointly organize as a partnership. In the column named
a. UNIT III BUSINESS Small Enterprises – Definition, Classification – Characteristics, Ownership Structures – Project Formulation – Steps involved in setting up a Business – identifying, selecting a Good Business opportunity, Market Survey and Research, Techno Economic Feasibility Assessment – Preparation of Preliminary Project Reports – Project
Appraisal – Sources of Information – Classification of Needs and Agencies. Money / Economic Motive 4.52 4. Encouragement from big business houses. Keyword Tags for search: Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes Download Entrepreneurship Development Important 16 marks question with answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development
Important 2 Marks Question with answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Question bank with answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Books Download Download (MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes, Books, Important 2 Marks Question and Answers, 16 Mark Question with Answers, Syllabus & Question Bank)
MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development – Download (MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes, Books, Important 2 Marks Question and Answers, 16 Mark Question with Answers, Syllabus & Question Bank) MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes Collection MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Notes ( UNIT 1 –
UNIT 5) – Download MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Question Bank With Answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Question Bank With Answers – Download Can’t download? If there are a number of accounts of similar nature, it is better to group them like salary payable account, rent payable account, insurance prepaid account,
interest receivable account, capital account and drawing account, etc. Motivation has been derived from the word ‗motive‘ which implies the inner state of mind that activates, provokes and directs our behavior towards the goal. To earn revenue, some expenses are incurred like rent, salary, insurance, selling & distribution cost, etc. The truth is
working for others are simpler than working for oneself. Preside over a big business 4.05 7. are a roadblock to the growth of entrepreneurship. Setting up of a Small Business Enterprise (Six Steps) (i) Information Collection (ii) Information Organization (iii) Acquiring Required/Vocational Skills (iv) Financial Requirements (v) Market Assessment (vi)
Provision for Crisis (i) Information Collection: The first step involved is to decide which enterprise one wants to set up. Thus, it is a combination of both personal and environmental factors that influence entrepreneurship and brings in desired results for the individual, the organisation and the society. Adjusted trial balance is a platform to prepare the
financial statements of a company 7. Trial Balance Trial balance is a summary of all the debit and credit balances of ledger accounts. Depreciation indicates reduction in value of any fixed assets. Facilitating factors. Express one‘s creativity and ingenuity 3.76 10. Overcoming Resistance to Change: New innovations are generally opposed by people
because it makes them change their existing behavior patterns. 6. Add: Cheque issued to parties but not 3,25,000 3,25,000 presented in bank 2. Adjusted Trial Balance Taking into account the above adjustment entries, we create adjusted trial balance. Gradually, the field of accounting has undergone remarkable changes in compliance with the
changes happening in the business scenario of the world. Risk taking Describes the individual cognitive style with respect to taking risks. UNIT I ENTREPRENEURSHIP 9 Entrepreneur – Types of Entrepreneurs – Difference between Entrepreneur and Intrapreneur Entrepreneurship in Economic Growth, Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial Growth.
Some of these costs are of capital nature and some of these are called deferred revenue expenditure. The capital expenditure and revenue expenditure are classified under it. Entrepreneurship compels an individual to continuously evaluate the existing modes of business operations so that more efficient and effective systems can be evolved and
adopted. A cost center may also be called a department or a sub-department. Such information can also become basis for enterprise formation. Drone entrepreneurs: The dictionary meaning of the term ‗drone‘ is ‗a person who lives on the labor of others‘. Out of Stock Cost Sometimes loss is incurred due to shortage of stock such as loss in sale, loss
of goodwill of a business or idle machine. Tolerance of ambiguity Describes one‘s ability to make decision with incomplete information. c. Conscientiousness Describes individual‘s degree of organisation, persistence, hard work and motivation in pursuit the goal accomplishment High need of achievement, persistence and dependability (reflects the
extend to which one is organised, deliberate, fulfils duties and responsibilities) Low need of achievement and low dependability YOUR ENTREPRENEURIAL POTENTIAL Personal initiative Self-efficacy Achievement seeking Creativity Psychological tests - measuring entrepreneurial potential Are they useful and when? Urgent Cost There are some
expenses that are to be incurred on an immediate basis. The word "business" can refer to a particular organization or to an entire market sector (for example: "the music business") or to the sum of all economic activity ("the business"). MG6071 - ENTERPRENEURSHIP DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES : To develop and strengthen entrepreneurial quality
and motivation in students and to impart basic entrepreneurial skills and understanding to run a business efficiently and effectively. The net balance of these entries represents the profit or loss of the company, which is finally transferred to the owner‘s equity or capital account. Partnership Firm 3. Current liabilities primarily include sundry creditors,
expenses payable, bills payable, short-term loans, advance from customers, etc. It is more like the natural seeding. Higher income levels of people, desire for new products and sophisticated technology, need for faster means of transport and communication, etc. Hence, this format is useful to learn the basics and principles of accounting. Education
makes an entrepreneur a true entrepreneur. Provide greater comfort to family 4.39 13. He does not believe in status quo and is always in search of change 2. With the result of these entries, the balance of all the accounts of income and expenditure accounts come to NIL. Here we are presenting you one exercise based on your above understanding.
An enterprise is created by an entrepreneur. Comparison of budgeted with actual performance provide the management an idea to eliminate weak performances. Slow-moving or non-moving inventories should be removed and should transfer this surplus to the working capital to re-invest it in a cycle of more profitable area of business. Personal
Management Cost reduction programs can be run using staff welfare measures and improving labor relation. Besides, there are some governmental agencies that assist entrepreneurs in obtaining specific product information. Double Entry System Double entry system of accounts is a scientific system of accounts followed all over the world without
any dispute. It measured the keenness i.e., the degree of response of the entrepreneurs on each of the 15 statements using a Likert-type five-point scale as follows: Degree of Response Numerical Value of the Degree Not at all 1 A Little Bit 2 To Some Extent 3 To a Large Extent 4 To Full Extent 5 The entrepreneurs‘ responses to the 15 motivating
factors are presented in the following Table 10.1: Table 10.1: Motivating Factors for Entrepreneurial Plunge: The Statements Mean Scores 1. Ambitious factors. Which indicate increasing demand for them in the market? It is quite clear that maintaining a subsidiary book is facilitation to journal entries, practically it is not possible to post each and
every transaction through journal entries, especially in big organizations because it makes the records bulky and unpractical. Located m towns with population less than 50,000. Training Cost The costs incurred on teaching, training, apprentice of staff or worker inside or outside the business premise to improve their skills is called training cost.
Research Cost Research costs are incurred to discover a new product or to improve an existing product, method, or process. There are two type of assets: Tangible assets are touchable assets such as plant, machinery, furniture, stock, cash, etc. Intangible assets are non-touchable assets such as goodwill, patent, copyrights, etc. Accounting
treatment for both type of assets is same. These may include: (i) Knowledge of potential customer needs, (ii) Watching emerging trends in demands for certain products, (iii) Scope for producing substitute product, (iv) Going through certain professional magazines catering to specific interests like electronics, computers, etc., (v) Success stories of
known entrepreneurs or friends or relatives, (vi) Making visits to trade fairs and exhibitions displaying new products and services, (vii) Meeting with the Government agencies, (viii) Ideas given by the knowledgeable persons, (ix) Knowledge about the Government policy, concessions and incentives, list of items reserved for exclusive manufacture in
small-scale sector, (x) A new product introduced by the competitor, and (xi) One‘s market insights through observation. This begins with collecting information about the units already working in that field of concern. Compelling factors 3. In a process cost center, as the name suggests, different kinds of processes are involved. Product and Service
Cost Centers A department where all activities refer to product is called a product department. To adopt latest technology aimed at producing better quality products at lower costs. Lakhani Shoes (industry) 23. Definition of Cost Accounting Cost accounting is the application of accounting and costing principles, methods, and techniques in the
ascertainment of costs and the analysis of saving or excess cost incurred as compared with previous experience or with standards. Valuation of Valuation basis is „cost or Cost accounting always Inventory market price whichever is considers the cost price of less‟ inventories. Straight Line Method Written Down Value Method Annuity Method
Insurance Policy Method Machine Hour Rate Method Depletion Method Revaluation Method Depreciation Fund Method 45. Methods of Generating Ideas: As seen above, there could be variety of sources available to generate ideas for enterprise formation. Financial statements clearly show the financial health of a firm by depicting its profits or
losses. Relative Relative efficiency of Valuable information about Efficiency workers, plant, and efficiency is provided by cost machinery cannot be accountant. These also include undertakings providing services such as laundry, Xeroxing, repairs and maintenance of customer equipment and machinery, hatching and poultry etc. Innovative
entrepreneurs: These entrepreneurs have the ability to think newer, better and more economical ideas of business organisation and management. Many a times, these regulations become excellent sources for new ideas for enterprise formation. UNIT II MOTIVATION Entrepreneurial behavior is the result of entrepreneurial motivation. UNIT III
BUSINESS A business (also known as an enterprise, a company or a firm) It is an organizational entity involved in the provision of goods and services to consumers. Table 4.1: Distinction between Entrepreneur and Intrapreneur: Basis Entrepreneur Intrapreneur • Capacity• Status• Decisions • Reward — Owner— Own boss— Takes own decisions —
Uncertain and unlimited — An manager— Salaried employee— Executes decisions with the concurrence of owner — Fixed rewards and salary Table 4.2: Distinction between Entrepreneur and Promoter: Basis Entrepreneur Promoter • Stage of business• Owning business• Nature of job • Example — From conception to continuation— Owns the
enterprise— Includes everything — Any business — To bring a business into existence— May or may not own— Highly specialised — A consultant or a chartered account and offering services Some Myths about Entrepreneurship: (i) Entrepreneurs, like leaders, are born, not made: The fact does not hold true for the simple reason that
entrepreneurship is a discipline comprising of models, processes and case studies. Government of India has taken a number of steps to promote them. This is done through a selection process discussed subsequently. Incubation: This is a stage where the entrepreneurial process enters the subconscious intellectualization. Economic and dynamic
activity: Entrepreneurship is an economic activity because it involves the creation and operation of an enterprise with a view to creating value or wealth by ensuring optimum utilisation of scarce resources. The process of creation is called ―entrepreneurship‖. Format: CASH BOOK(Single Column) Dr. Cr. Date Particula L.F. Discount Amt. But, even
after generating ideas to convert these into enterprise is still a problem for the prospective entrepreneur. It means the cash balance of M/s Independent Trading Company will increase by a sum of Rs 2,00,000/-. Be recognized for one‘s contribution. Thus, asset account is called a real account. Businesses as a form of economic activity are prevalent in
capitalist economies, where most of them are privately owned and provide goods and services to customers in exchange for other goods, services, or money. In case of leased assets, the deciding factor is the lease period. Accounting Systems There are two systems of accounting followed: 1.Single Entry System 2.Double Entry System Single Entry
System Single entry system is an incomplete system of accounting, followed by small businessmen, where the number of transactions is very less. Feasibility study: Feasibility study is done to see if the idea can be commercially viable. (v) Gestation period: Gestation period is that period after which teething problems are over and return on investment
starts. It means the debit entry of a journal is posted in the debit side and vice-a- versa. Balance c/d refers to the balance carried down and balance b/d refers to the balance brought down. After posting in ledger, balancing of ledger is done. Development of small shopping complexes is the work of imitating entrepreneurs. In this case, a debit note is
issued. Therefore, this description does not apply to everyone. Opening Stock of Raw material ………… ………… Add: Purchases ………… ………… ………… ………… Less: Closing Stock ………… ………… Cost of material Consumed ………… ………… Add: Direct Labor/wages ………… ………… Prime Cost ………… ………… Add: Works overheads …………
………… Works Cost ………… ………… Add: Adminstration overheads ………… ………… Cost of Production ………… ………… Add: Selling and distribution overheads ………… ………… Total Cost or Cost of Sale ………… ………… 53. The entrepreneur paid heed to this feedback and accordingly changed the shade of his hosiery to light shade. ABC Company
Ledger account of M/s XYZ LTD. Expenses Some costs are actual, such as raw material cost, freight cost, labor cost, etc. Marginal Costing Marginal cost is the change in the total cost when the quantity produced is incremented by one. The procedure involves two steps: One, providing consumers a list of specific problems in a general product
category. Administration An organization should make efforts to reduce the cost of administrative expenses, as there is ample scope to do so. Assets = Liabilities If we give something, we also get something in return and vice versa. Since we follow double entry system of accounts, the total of all the debit and credit balance as appeared in trial balance
remains equal. The balance of cash book is directly posted to the trial balance. They are more flexible to adopt changes like new method of production, introduction of new products etc. Delaying such expenses may result in loss to business. Knowing that many people have hobby or even develop passion for gardening may give rise to an idea of
setting up one‘s own nursery. They are discussed below. However, experiences available suggest that problem inventory analysis method should better be used for generating and identifying new ideas for screening and evaluation. Imagine that someone have generated the five ideas as opportunities as a result of above analysis: 1. Incremental
Revenue Incremental revenue implies the difference in revenues between two alternatives. An individual is motivated in totality. The selection of an idea, thus, involves the application of research methodology by an entrepreneur. To solve unemployment problem. 6. By Change in Activity or Volume Under this category, the cost is divided as fixed,
variable, and semi-variable costs: Fixed cost It mainly relates to time or period. 30. Businesses may also be social non-profit enterprises or owned public enterprises charged by governments with specific social and economic objectives. Reliable comparison 8. (iv) Technology: Small industries are fairly labour intensive with comparatively smaller
capital investment than the larger units. Sometimes customers return the goods if they don‟t meet the quality standards promised. You can Download Easily From Studymaterialspdf.com Search Tags : Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes Download Entrepreneurship Development Important 16 marks question with answers MG6071
Entrepreneurship Development Important 2 Marks Question with answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Question bank with answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Books Download MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes Download MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes Download Department
Electronics Communication Engineering Year 4th year Semester 8 University Anna University Regulation R2017 Subject Code MG6071 Subject Name Entrepreneurship Development Download File MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes, Books, Important 2 Marks Question and Answers, 16 Mark Question with Answers, Syllabus &
Question Bank MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Syllabus UNIT I ENTREPRENEURSHIP Entrepreneur – Types of Entrepreneurs – Difference between Entrepreneur and Intrapreneur Entrepreneurship in Economic Growth, Factors Affecting Entrepreneurial Growth. Format: SALE RETURN BOOK Date Particulars Debit Note No. L.F. Amount
Bills Receivables Book Bills are raised by creditors to debtors. offered to the consumers. An entrepreneur‘s life will be much simpler, since he works for himself. Having faced difficulty in finding out accommodation and transport facility while on visits to a new/tourist place may give one an idea to start a travel agency providing complete package of
facilities to the visitors to a new / tourist place. For example, General Foods‘ introduction of a compact cereal box in response to the problem that the available boxes did not fit well on the shelf was not successful, as the problem of package size had little effect on actual purchasing behaviour. Why? We may write this transaction as follows: Investment
(capital) +- Profit or Loss – drawings = Owner‟s Equity Current Assets Assets that are convertible into cash within the next accounting year are called current assets. Flexibility of balancing work and family life 3.07 IV. 44. 2. One‘s educational background. The products reserved for small-scale units or certain locations. The Manufacturing Enterprise
are defined in terms of investment in Plant & Machinery. Usually, this is also a continuous process for the whole accounting period. Availability of labour and raw material. reporting of cost is done per- unit wise. It provides us facility to divide the work among different departments like sale department, purchase department, cash department, bank
department, etc. At the time of improvement in design of old product as well as at the time of designing new product, some investment is recommended to find a useful design that may reduce the cost of the product in following terms: Material Cost Design of product should encourage to find out possibility of cheaper raw material as a substitute,
maximum production, less quantity etc. Hence, he/she needs to finally select one idea which he/she thinks the most suitable to be pursued as an enterprise. The cost per unit decreases if production increases and cost per unit increases if the production decreases. The origin of accounting is as old as money. The Government‘s promotional schemes
and facilities offered to run some specific business enterprises; c. UNIT IV - FINANCING AND ACCOUNTING Introduction Accounting is a business language. Also, consumers‘ wants in terms of preferences, tastes and liking keep on changing. Status Motive 12. Once ideas have being generated following the above process, the next step comes is
identification of above generated ideas as opportunities. UNIT II MOTIVATION Major Motives Influencing an Entrepreneur – Achievement Motivation Training, Self Rating, Business Games, Thematic Apperception Test – Stress Management, Entrepreneurship Development Programs – Need, Objectives. A company may evaluate and reduce the cost of
following expenses, but not the cost of efficiency: Telephone expenses Travelling expenses Salary by reducing staff Reduction in cost of stationery Postage and Telegrams Marketing Following areas can be covered under the cost reduction program: Advertisement Warehouse Sales Promotion Distribution Expenses Research & Development
Program 55. Limited Liability Partnership 5. Having worked in the purchase department for over ten years, he had gained good idea about which components have more demand and who are the buyers of these parts in bulk. (ii) Information Organization: Having collected information about enterprise concern, the prospective entrepreneur needs to
organize the same in an orderly and systematic manner to derive the meanings from them. Profitability and costs are depends on both, product cost and time/period cost. ABC Bank Ltd. It is an old system of accounting. All of above sources and methods may give a few ideas about the possible projects to be examined as the final project or product.
Definition of Accounting The American Institute of Certified Public Accountant has defined Financial Accounting as: “the art of recording, classifying and summarizing in a significant manner and in terms of money, transactions and events which in part at least of a financial character and interpreting the results thereof.” Objectives and Scope of
Accounting Let us go through the main objectives of Accounting: To keep systematic records To ascertain profitability To ascertain the financial position of the business To assist in decision-making To fulfill compliance of Law Accounting Process Accounting cycle refers to the specific tasks involved in completing an accounting process. It is then
that he applies his ideas in practice. Format: TRIAL BALANCE S.NO. TEXTBOOKS : 1. Deontic Motive 8. Costs may be different for the same product, depending upon the stages of completion. The high profitability of products; d. Mathew J Manimala, Enterprenuership theory at cross roads: paradigms and praxis”Dream tech, 2nd edition 2005. We
keep them in our record called ‘Bills Receivable Books’ and ‘Bills 39. Therefore, the cost per unit up to a certain level changes according to the volume of production, and after that, the cost per unit remains constant @ Rs 7.50 per unit. Elements of Cost The following chart shows the various elements of cost and how they are classified. and budgetary
control. Some expenses are attributable to cost. With the help of a journal, each of the transactions might be recorded; however, we can conclude nothing from a journal. Format-2 is used by banking and financial organization as well as well as by most of the business organizations. Cost Control and Cost Reduction Cost Control Conceptually,
accounting is the discipline that provides information on which external and internal users of the information may base decision that result in the allocation of economic resource in society. There are other problems, besides. Thinking in non-conventional ways, challenging existing assumptions, flexibility and adaptability in problem solving. Most of
the product diversifications have stemmed from the organization‘s R&D activity. (ii) Entrepreneurs are academic and socially misfits: Dhirubai Ambani had no formal education. Helpful to government 9. Hence costing is based on the estimation of cost as well as on the recording of actual transactions. While the upper end of the range is comparable
across developed Six forms of enterprises that you can start in India are: 1. The difference of both sides (in this case, it is Rs 5,000) is written in the last row of the credit side as ‘balance c/d’. Catalyst of Economic Development: An entrepreneur plays an important role in accelerating the pace of economic development of a country by discovering new
uses of available resources and maximizing their utilization. Illumination: After the generation of idea, this is the stage when the idea is thought of as a realistic creation. Let us consider the following cases. Energies towards productive action. Example: Mr A starts a business regarding which we have the following data: Introduces Capital in cash Rs
50,000 Purchases (Cash) Rs 20,000 Purchases (Credit) from Mr B Rs 25,000 Freight charges paid in cash Rs 1,000 Goods sold to Mr C on credit Rs 15,000 Cash Sale Rs 30,000 Purchased computer Rs 10,000 Commission Income Rs 8,000 S.No. Journal Entries Classificatio n Rule 1 Cash A/c Dr. 50,000 Real A/c Debit what comes in; Credit the To
Capital A/c 50,00 0 Personal A/c giver(Owner) 2 Goods Purchase A/c Dr. 20,000 Real A/c Debit what comes in; To Cash A/c 20,00 0 Real A/c Credit what goes out 3 Goods Purchase A/c Dr. 25,000 Real A/c Debit what comes in; To B A/c 25,000 Personal A/c Credit the giver 4 Freight A/c Dr. 1,000 Nominal A/c Debit all expenses; To Cash A/c 1,000 Real
A/c Credit what goes out 5 C A/c Dr. 15,000 Personal A/c Debit the receiver; 32. 35. For example, paper in books, wood in furniture, plastic in water tank, and leather in shoes are direct materials. In this manner, an entrepreneur paves the way for the acceptance of his ideas by others. These expenses are called urgent cost. The reason being except in
extreme cases of deprivation, human beings seek simultaneous satisfaction of different desires. Preside over a big business 4.05 11. Two identifying and discussing the products in the category that, suffer from the specific problems. 47. In other words, an entrepreneur finalizes an idea only after considering a variety of options, analyzing their
strengths and weaknesses by applying analytical techniques, testing their applicability, supplementing them with empirical findings, and then choosing the best alternative. Commercial cost It includes operational expenses of the business and may be sub-divided into administration cost, and selling and distribution cost. 51. Nature of Motivation.
Posting in Journal On the basis of the above documents, you pass journal entries using double entry system in which debit and credit balance remains equal. Means of economic development: Entrepreneurship involves creation and use of innovative ideas, maximisation of output from given resources, development of managerial skills, etc., and all
these factors are so essential for the economic development of a country. It may vary from organization to organization but the process remains the same. Usually, you need to prepare trial balance at the end of the said accounting period. Credit balance of personal accounts signifies „Amount Payable’. Revenue expenses relate to current accounting
period. Idea Generation: Sources of Ideas: In a sense, opportunity identification and selection are akin to, what is termed in marketing terminology, ‗new product development.‘ Thus, product or opportunity identification and selection process starts with the generation of ideas, or say, ideas about some opportunities or products are generated in the
first instance. Accounting Process The following table lists down the steps followed in an accounting process: 1. Download Now [PDF] MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture Notes, Books, Important 2 Marks Question and Answers, 16 Mark Question with Answers, Syllabus & Question Bank MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Lecture
Notes, Books, Important 2 Marks Question and Answers, 16 Mark Question with Answers, Syllabus & Question Bank Download Link is Provided Below. Research: An entrepreneur is a practical dreamer and does a lot of ground-work before taking a leap in his ventures. rs rs Triple Column Cash Book When one more column of Bank is added in both
sides of the double column cash book to post all banking transactions, it is called triple column cash book. (vii) Resources: Small scale units use local or indigenous resources and as such can be located anywhere subject to the availability of these resources like labour and raw materials. The stage of idea blossoming is critical because ideas by
themselves have no meaning. Temperament fit between Self and business 3.61 14. To ensure equitable distribution of income and wealth. This process is performed at the end of each accounting period. Management Ability to gather, integrate and manage required resources in order to start, maintain and grow within the organization. Sole

Proprietorship 2. determined under it. Research and Development: The last but no means the least source of new ideas is research and development (R&D) activity. Cost Drivers Cost of any product depends upon cost drivers. In other words, drone entrepreneurs are die-hard conservatives and even ready to suffer the loss of business. The
entrepreneur can use several methods to generate new ideas. For example, political stability in a country is absolutely essential for smooth economic activity. Businessman Should focus on the following: Consumers: No business enterprise can be thought of without consumers. All the small car manufacturers now are the imitating entrepreneurs. Bills
accepted by debtors are called as ‘Bills Receivables’ in the books of creditors, and ‘Bills Payable’ in the books of debtors. Ruling of Account in Ledger Account Let us see various formats of ledger accounts: Format-1 In the books of M/s. The reason is not difficult to seek. Variable cost Variable cost directly associates with unit. Purpose Purpose of the
financial To calculate cost of each unit statement is to show of product on the basis of correct financial position of which we can take accurate the organization. Motivation is a theoretical construct used to explain behavior. Inventory should be kept low. In such cases, a credit note is issued to the customer. An investigation into the historical
experiences of Indian small enterprises in this regard reveals some interesting factors. To improve standard of living of people. Innovation: An entrepreneur is basically an innovator who tries to develop new technology, products, markets, etc. Entrepreneurship is a process of actions of an entrepreneur who is a person always in search of something
new and exploits such ideas into gainful opportunities by accepting the risk and uncertainty with the enterprise. Preparation of budget is a part of planning and controlling relates to putting a check on the actual function of planning. Promising demand for the product. IV. Helpful to the consumers 10. Affiliation Motive 3. Seeing that most of the
people coming from outside to a particular place buy its unique items as souvenir like tea from Assam, the Model of Taj from Agra, etc. Such entrepreneurs are found in countries and situations marked with weak industrial and institutional base which creates difficulties in initiating innovative ideas. Express one‘s creativity and ingenuity 3.76 10.
Importance of Entrepreneurship Benefits of Entrepreneurship to an Organization: 1. Correct valuation of Inventories 14. Need of autonomy Represents one‘s strive to be independent and having control. The ledger helps us in summarizing journal entries of same nature at single place. Post-Closing Trial Post-closing Trial Balance represents the
balances Balance of Asset, Liabilities & Capital account. The understanding of such a difference between an ‗idea‘ and ‗opportunity‘ is very important for the intending entrepreneurs who are seriously trying to identify an ‗opportunity‘ to be pursued as an enterprise. Profit centers play a vital role in an organization. Social Entrepreneur: Social
entrepreneurs drive social innovation and transformation in various fields including education, health, human rights, workers‘ rights, environment and enterprise development. Entrepreneur found his hosiery enjoying increasing demand just within a month. They include rent of a building, salaries, and other indirect expenses. By Relationship with
Accounting Period Classifications are measured by the period of use and benefit. Artificial Personal Account An account related to any artificial person like M/s ABC Ltd, M/s General Trading, M/s Reliance Industries, etc., is called as an Artificial Personal Accoun. Situation I Situation II Having completed their Master of Business Administration (MBA),
Mrinmoy and Chandan met after about six months. Germination: This is like seeding process, not like planting seed. Figure 4.1: The Entrepreneurial Process 1. 33. Preparation: Once the seed of interest curiosity has taken the shape of a focused idea, creative people start a search for answers to the problems. Labor Cost Design of product may reduce
time of operation, cost of after-sale service, minimum tolerance, etc. In case of impersonal call center, the activities are done with the help of plant and machinery. Operation and Process Cost Centers The same kind of activity is done in an operation department. Moreover industries are generally associated with agriculture and provide subsidiary
employment in rural areas. Advantages/ Disadvantages What are their alternatives? Production Using effective control over material, labor, and machine a better cost reduction program may be run. Contribution Margin Contribution margin is the difference between sale price and variable cost. Important Points Regarding Ledger Each side of a
journal entry is posted in the same side of the ledger. This is a reflection of his will power, enthusiasm and energy which helps him in overcoming the society‘s resistance to change. It remains unchanged irrespective of volume of production like factory rent, insurance, etc. Competencies Personality trait A relative stable, consistent, and enduring
internal characteristic that inferred from a pattern of behaviors, attitudes, feelings, and habits in the individual. Personal initiative A behaviour syndrome resulting in an individual‘s taking an active and self- starting approach to work and going beyond what is formally required in a given job. Motivation can also be defined as one's direction to
behavior, or what causes a person to want to repeat a behavior Entrepreneurial Motivating Factors: Internal and External Factors! While some researchers have classified the factors motivating entrepreneurs into ‗push‘ (compulsion) and ‗pull‘ (choice) factors, most of the researchers have classified all the factors motivating entrepreneurs into
internal and external factors as follows: Internal Factors: Importance of Motivation Entrepreneurial Motivating Factors: Internal and External Factors Internal Factors: These include the following factors: 1. Scarifying other things in order to follow own priorities Energy Hardiness, endurance, stamina Tenacity being persistent in following ideas in
troubles, not giving up Dimension Description High scores on the scale Low scores on the scale Neuroticism Represents individual differences in emotional stability Experiencing negative emotions: anxiety, hostility, depression, self consciousness, impulsiveness Self-confidence, calm, relaxed Extraversion Represents the extent to which an individual
is assertive, dominant, energetic, talkative Tendency to be cheerful, like people and big groups, look for excitement and stimulation Tendency to spend time alone, being reserved, quiet, independent Openness to Experience Describes tendency to seek new experiences, exploration of novel ideas Being creative, innovative, imaginative, reflective,
untraditional Being narrow, conventional, non analytical Agreeableness Represents one‘s interpersonal orientation Trusting, forgiving, caring, altruistic, gullible, tendency to have good interpersonal relationships Low need for affiliation, unforgiving, able to make difficult decisions 14. To mobilise and ensure optimum utilisation of unexploited
resources of the country. (ii) Ancillary Industries: These are industrial undertakings having fixed investment in plant and machinery not exceeding Rs. 1 crore engaged in or proposed to engage in, (a) The manufacture of parts, components, sub-assemblies, tooling or intermediaries, or (b) The rendering of services supplying 30 percent of their
production or services as the case may be, to other units for production of other articles. Recognizing the increasing application of computers in offices as well as business organizations, irrespective of its size, may give an idea to set-up a computer-training centre. 3. Donald F Kuratko, “ Entreprenuership – Theory, Process and Practice”, 9th edition,
Cengage Learning, 2014. d. In our country also, a large number of such entrepreneurs are found in every field of business activity and they fulfill their need for achievement by imitating the ideas introduced by innovative entrepreneurs. Do something new and path-breaking 4.32 9. An entrepreneur always first tries new ideas at his level.
Temperament fit between self and business 3.61 11. Whose profitability will one find out without actually selling the product? This process is repeated throughout the accounting period. Make optimum use of one‘s ability 3.66 II. Rajeev Roy, ‘Entrepreneurship’ 2nd edition, Oxford University Press, 2011. An entrepreneur has to have patience to see his
efforts bear fruit. Problem Inventory Analysis: Problem Inventory analysis though seems similar to focus group method, yet it is somewhat different from the latter in the sense that it not only generates the ideas, but also identifies the problems the product faces. Hisrich R D, Peters M P, “Entrepreneurship” 8th Edition, Tata McGraw-Hill, 2013. To
find out adequate selling price 12. Handicrafts, toys, dolls, small plastic and paper products electronic and electrical gadgets are some examples of these industries. In view of this, there is a great opportunity to tap those products which would be outsourced by the Multi-National Companies (MNCs) through quality vendors. For example, if we pass
100 times a journal entry for sale, we can create a sales account only once and post all the sales transaction in that ledger account date- wise. Reliable check on accounting 16. (viii) Dispersal of units: Small scale units use local resources and can be dispersed over a wide territory. Making decisions in situations of high uncertainty. In triple column
cash book, one more column of bank is included to record all the transactions relating to bank. Perception of control over the environment by one‘s action, belief that luck and fate do not really determine what happens. Development of Management Skills: The work of an entrepreneur involves the use of managerial skills which he develops while
planning, organizing, staffing, directing, controlling and coordinating the activities of business. Conceptual thinking One‘s disposition to identify the relation existing among different components in complex situations, that are not directly related, and the ability to construct models that are easy to use. It means M/s Independent Trading Company is
liable to pay Rs 2,00,000 to Mr A. Inventors will go on for setting up laboratories; designers will think of engineering new product ideas and marketers will study consumer buying habits. Enjoyable work 2.85 III. On completion of his engineering degree, Tridip got a job in Assam State Transport Corporation. Risk bearing: The essence of
entrepreneurship is the ‗willingness to assume risk‘ arising out of the creation and implementation of new ideas. Twenty-three centuries ago, an Indian scholar named Kautilya alias Chanakya introduced the accounting concepts in his book Arthashastra. For example, government from time to time issues regulations on product production and
consumption. R&D activity suggests what and how a new or modified product can be produced to meet the customers‘ requirements. By Association with the Product There are two categories under this classification: Product cost Product cost is identifiable in any product. Conversion Cost The cost required to convert raw material into product is
called as conversion cost. Consumers‘ wants can be known through their feedback about the products and services they have been using and would want to use in future. Material Control Cost reduction program should be run by purchasing economical and more useful material. Added Value Added value means value addition to any product. the
desired products and services. One research study (Murthy et. Entrepreneurship is an important engine of growth in the economy. S.S., “Entrepreneurial Development” S.Chand & Co. Ltd.,Ram Nagar, New Delhi, 2013. Make optimum utilization of one‘s ability 3.66 11. It means the variable cost per unit remains constant irrespective of production of
units. Semi-variable cost A specific portion of these costs remains fixed and the balance portion is variable, depending on their use. MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development 2 Mark Question With Answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development 2 Mark Question With Answers – Download MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development 16 Mark Question
With Answers MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development 16 Mark Question With Answers – Download MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Important Questions MG6071 Entrepreneurship Development Important Question With Answers – Download error: Content is protected !! Join our Telegram Group & Share your contents, doubts, knowledge
with other Students/Graduates 1. Double Column Cash Book The total of discount column of debit side of cash book is posted in the ledger account of „Discount Allowed to Customers’ account as ‘To Total As Per Cash Book’. An entrepreneur studies a problem, identifies its alternatives, compares the alternatives in terms of cost and benefits
implications, and finally chooses the best alternative. Correctness of transaction Cost accounting done with Controlling is important without taking the purpose of control over care of cost control. Depreciation Depreciation reduces the value of assets on a residual basis. Whose market will one find out without actually having the product? To make it
simple and secure, mostly a constant balance is kept with that employee. Related to innovation: Entrepreneurship involves a continuous search for new ideas. Creativity 13. Rules of Debit and Credit under Double Entry System of Accounts The following rules of debit and credit are called the golden rules of accounts: Classification of Rules Effect
accounts Receiver is Debit Personal Accounts Giver is Credit Debit = credit What Comes In Debit Real Accounts What Goes Out Credit Debit = credit Expenses are Debit Nominal Accounts Incomes are Credit Debit = credit 31. Therefore, cash is kept with an employee, who deals with it and makes regular payments out of it. The Government of India‘s
―Look East Policy‖ through North East is an example of ‗opportunity‘ to do business in items like tea, handicrafts, herbals, turmeric, etc. Characteristics of Small-Scale Industries: (i) Ownership: Ownership of small scale unit is with one individual in sole-proprietorship or it can be with a few individuals in partnership. cost with the help of costing
tools like standard costing 49. Available evidences indicate that many new product development, or say, new enterprise establishments have been the outcome of R&D activity. However it is generally believed that cottage industry is one which is carried on wholly or primarily with the help of the members of the family. These mean enterprises
engaged in personal or household services in rural areas and town with population not exceeding 50000 and having fixed investment in plant and machinery not exceeding Rs. 25 lakhs. To reduce regional imbalances. (iii) To be an entrepreneur, one needs money only: Finance is the life-blood of an enterprise to survive and grow. 8. Describes the
tendency towards experimentation, trial and error, lateral thinking. Means, if the total of debit side is Rs 10,000 and the total of credit is Rs 5,000, we write Rs 10,000 in the column named Total of both, the debit and the credit side. There is no clear distinction between small-scale and cottage industries. Observe and read the market scenario and
produce what the consumers actually want. (iii) Tiny Units: These refer to undertakings having fixed investment in plant and machinery not exceeding Rs. 23 lakhs. 28. Functions of an Entrepreneur: The important functions performed by an entrepreneur are listed below: 1. Since cash account is a real account, ruling is followed, i.e. what comes in –
debit, and what goes out – credit. For plant and machinery, the deciding factor should be production as well as time. Government: At times, the Government can also be a source of new product ideas in various ways. That is, at one point, the intending entrepreneur may find one product or project as an opportunity and may enchant and like it, but at
the other moment may dislike and turn down it and may think for and find other product or project as an opportunity for him/her. Mrinmoy is running his business of travel agency and Chandan is still searching for a job. The development of small scale units in rural and backward areas promotes more balanced regional development and can prevent
the influx of job seekers from rural areas to cities. Direct or Indirect Materials The materials directly contributed to a product and those easily identifiable in the finished product are called direct materials. Their own or partners‘ past experience in that business line; b. It was developed by ‘Luco Pacioli’ of Italy in 1494. There is no need to open a
separate cash account in the ledger. Become independent. Most creative ideas can be linked to an individual‘s interest or curiosity about a specific problem or area of study. Ledger account of M/s XYZ Ltd. It means, assets of the business always equal to liabilities of the business. Journal entries in any organization may vary from hundreds to millions
depending upon the size and structure of the organization. Bank Reconciliation On a particular date, reconciliation of our bank balance with the balance of bank passbook is called bank reconciliation. ADVERTISEMENTS: To establish and run an enterprise it is divided into three parts – the entrepreneurial job, the promotion, and the operation. Do
something new and path- breaking 4.32 5. Classification and sub division of cost 11. Tools and Techniques of Cost Reduction The following tools and techniques are used to reduce costs: Budgetary Control Standard Costing Simplification and Variety Reduction Planning and Control of Finance Cost Benefit Analysis Value Analysis Contribution
Analysis Job Evaluation and Merit Rating Improvement in Design Material Control Labor Control Overhead Control Market Research 56. One way to overcome this dilemmatic situation is to know how the existing entrepreneurs identified the opportunity and set up their enterprises. The processes at times create a situation, or say, dilemma
resembling ‘Hen or Egg’ controversy. His managerial skills get further strengthened when he engages himself in establishing equilibrium between his organization and its environment. Financial Management Attention should be given to the following areas: If there is any over-investment. How much economical is the cost of capital received? If the
organization is getting maximum returns for the capital employed. If there is any over-investment, that should be sold and similarly, unutilized fixed assets should be eliminated. However, the most commonly used methods of generating ideas are: focus groups, brainstorming, and problem inventory analysis. Decision on manufacturing or purchasing
from outside 15. Expired cost relates to current cost. (v) Household Industries: These cover artisans skilled craftsman and technicians who can work in their own houses if their work requires less than 300 square feet space, less than 1 Kw power, less than 5 workers and no pollution is caused. Cost Accounting versus Financial Accounting Both cost
accounting and financial accounting help the management formulate and control organization policies. For example, let us suppose: Variable cost per unit = Rs 25 Fixed cost = Rs 1,00,000 Cost of 10,000 units = 25 × 10,000 = Rs 2,50,000 Total Cost of 10,000 units = Fixed Cost + Variable Cost = 1,00,000 + 2,50,000 = Rs 3,50,000 Total cost of
10,001 units = 1,00,000 + 2,50,025 = Rs 3,50,025 Marginal Cost = 3,50,025 – 3,50,000 = Rs 25 Features of Marginal Costing Marginal costing is used to know the impact of variable cost on the volume of production or output. Break-even analysis is an integral and important part of marginal costing. Contribution of each product or department is a
foundation to know the profitability of the product or department. Addition of variable cost and profit to contribution is equal to selling price. Marginal costing is the base of valuation of stock of finished product and work in progress. Fixed cost is recovered from contribution and variable cost is charged to production. Costs are classified on the
basis of fixed and variable costs only. Overheads are classified as: Production or manufacturing overheads Administrative expenses Selling Expenses Distribution expenses Research and development expenses Preparation of Cost Sheet or Statement of Cost Format: COST SHEET OR STATEMENT OF COST Total Units……….. (iv) To be an
entrepreneur, a great idea is the only ingredient: A good or great idea shall remain an idea unless there is proper combination of all the resources including management. Cash in hand, cash in bank, fixed deposit receipts (FDRs), inventory, debtors, receivable bills, short-term investments, staff loan and advances; all these come under current assets.
Some expenses are variable, some are semi-variable, and some of fixed nature. contribute significantly towards the growth of entrepreneurship. 8. All the received cash is posted in the debit side and all payments and expenses are posted in the credit side of the cash book. Idle Facilities Cost and Idle Capacity Cost If available facilities remain idle and
some loss incurred due to it, it is called idle facilities cost. One thinks 24 hours a day to make his venture successful and thus, there would be a punishing schedule. Current Liabilities Like current assets, current liabilities are immediate liabilities of the firm that are to be paid within one year from the date of balance sheet. e. By Functions Under this
category, the cost is divided by its function as follows: Production Cost It represents the total manufacturing or production cost. Nut and bolt manufacturing (industry) 2. The cost per unit fluctuates according to the production. 29. Money motive 4.52 2. Leather in shoe manufacturing is a direct expenses and salaries, rent of building etc. Financial
management gives an overall picture of profit or loss and costing provides detailed product-wise analysis Point of Financial Accounting Cost Accounting Differences Recoding of transactions is Cost accounting is used to part of financial accounting. Drone entrepreneurs are those individuals who are satisfied with the existing mode and speed of
business activity and show no inclination in gaining market leadership. In the intervening period (time gap between the conception and implementation of an idea and its results), an entrepreneur has to assume risk. Accounting is a comprehensive system to collect, analyze, and communicate financial information. Ledger Accounts L.F. DEBIT Credit
(Rs) (Rs.) 1 ADVANCE FROM CUSTOMERS XX 2 ADVANCE TO STFF XX 3 AUDIT FEES XX 4 BALANCE AT BANK XX 5 BANK BORROWINGS XX 6 BANK INTEREST PAID XX 7 CAPITAL XX 8 CASH IN HAND XX 9 COMMISSION ON SALE XX 10 ELECTRICITY EXPENSES XX 11 FIXED ASSETS XX 12 FREIGHT OUTWARD XX 13 INTEREST
RECEIVED XX 14 INWARD FREIGHT CHARGES XX 15 OFFICE EXPENSES XX 16 OUTSTANDING RENT XX 17 PREPAID INSURANCE XX 18 PURCHASES XX 19 RENT XX 20 REPAIR AND RENUWALS XX 21 SALARY XX 22 SALARY PAYABLE XX 23 SALE XX 24 STAFF WELFARE EXPENSES XX 25 STOCK XX 26 SUNDRY CREDITORS XX 27
SUNDRY DEBTORS XX TOTAL XXXXX XXXXX 42. Manufacturing Sector Enterprises Investment in plant & machinery Micro Enterprises Does not exceed twenty five lakh rupees Small Enterprises More than twenty five lakh rupees but does not exceed five crore rupees Medium Enterprises More than five crore rupees but does not exceed ten crore
rupees Service Sector Enterprises Investment in equipments Micro Enterprises Does not exceed ten lakh rupees: Small Enterprises More than ten lakh rupees but does not exceed two crore rupees Medium Enterprises More than two crore rupees but does not exceed five core rupees 16. Polythene bags for textile industry (ancillary industry) An
entrepreneur cannot start all above five types of enterprises due to small in size in terms of capital, capability, and other resources. Process Journal entries, ledger Cost of sale of product(s), accounts, trial balance, and addition of margin and financial statements determination of selling price of the product 50. Types of Entrepreneurs Depending upon
the level of willingness to create innovative ideas, there can be the following types of entrepreneurs: 1. Verification: This is the last thing to verify the idea as realistic and useful for application. Maintenance of subsidiary books gives us more scientific, practical, specialized, controlled, and easy approach to work. Autonomy and Power Motive 2. (ii)
Management and control: A small-scale unit is normally a one man show and even in case of partnership the activities are mainly carried out by the active partner and the rest are generally sleeping partners. Therefore, purchase ledger is a comprehensive account of all purchases. Ambition (Healthy ambition) Strong desire to attain high results;
willingness to make something real and to meet high standards Egoistic passion acting in one‘s own interests, passion in following own goals doesn‘t mean ignoring other people. Nominal Accounts Since this account does not represent any tangible asset, it is called nominal or fictitious account. Some of the important factors are listed below: 5. al.
Purchase book is not a purchase ledger. Nature of Work Motive 12. It includes labor, direct expenses, and overhead. 4. Hence, the next step is ledger accounts. Proper check on inward material, control over warehouse and proper issuance of material, and effective material yield should be done. Classification of Cost Costs can be classified based on
the following attributes: By Nature In this type, material, labor and overheads are three costs, which can be further sub-divided into raw materials, consumables, packing materials, and spare parts etc. Similarly, credit column of cash book is posted in ledger account of ‘Discount Received’ as ‘By total of cash book’. Format: SALE BOOK Date
Particulars Outward L.F. Amount Invoice No. 38. Flexibility of balancing work and family life 3.07 15. It looks as follows: In the books of M/s. Competence One‗s developed repertoire of skills, especially as it is applied to a task or set of task Examples of Entrepreneurial Competencies Entrepreneurial Career Vision Includes formulation of long term
goals and preparation of action- implementation plan. A purchase book records only credit purchases and a purchase ledger records all the cash purchases in chronical order. 52. He is always prepared for assuming losses that may arise on account of new ideas and projects undertaken by him. Desire of Independence 4.47 6. Semi-fixed prices are also
converted either as fixed cost or as variable cost. Cost Control Techniques Costs can be controlling by employing the following methods: Material Control Labor Control Overheads Control Standard costing Budgetary Control Capital Expenditure Control Productivity and Accounting Ratios Requirements for Successful Cost Control The following
requirements are to be fulfilled to implement successful cost control: A plan and a set of well-defined responsibilities to all executives are essential. Clear definition of tasks for performance and cost to execute those tasks. A fixed responsibility, in case of deviation between targeted and actual. Prompt collection of performance data from each
department of an organization as the delay in information equals to no information and the management is unable to take correct decision due to lack of complete information. Highlights of good and bad, both performances to enable the management to take corrective steps. Reward for good performances and Punishment for the poor ones. Cost
Reduction Cost reduction is to be understood as the achievement of real and permanent reduction in the unit cost of goods manufactured or services rendered without impairing their suitability for the use intended or diminution in the quality of product There are only two ways to maximize profit of any organization: either to increase sale price of
unit, or to reduce cost of that unit. Since this value creation activity is performed continuously in the midst of uncertain business environment, therefore, entrepreneurship is regarded as a dynamic force. Urgent costs are not be postponed. Photocopying unit (service-based industry) 4. This willingness to take risks allows an entrepreneur to take
initiatives in doing new things and marching ahead in his efforts. Motivation is linked to satisfaction. Take family business to new heights 3.93 V. The most common reason being defective goods or poor quality goods. Budgeting 48. Profit Center Profit centers are inclusive of cost centers as well as revenue activities. (vi) Flexibility: Small scale units as
compared to large scale units are more change susceptible and highly reactive and responsive to socio-economic conditions. For example, cash, bank, sales, and purchase related documents. That is, it is the cost of producing one more unit of a good. To better appreciate the concept of an entrepreneur, it is desirable to distinguish him from an
entrepreneur and promoter. There may be different types of cost drivers such as number of units or types of products required to produce. To find out exact cause in decrease or increase in profit 5. If there is any change in cost driver, the cost of product changes automatically. Environmental factors: These factors relate to the conditions in which an
entrepreneur has to work. Opportunity/Product Identification: After going through above process, one might have been able to generate some ideas that can be considered to be pursued as ones business enterprise.
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